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Understanding Motion Capture for Computer Animation, Second Edition (The Morgan Kaufmann Series in Computer Graphics)Morgan Kaufmann, 2010


	One could say that motion capture technology hasn’t evolved

	much in the past twenty years. It still relies mostly on cameras,

	electromagnetics, or mechanics. Of course, the components

	are much better and we are now able to obtain superior

	measurements. Data that took weeks to process in the early days

	can now be...
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Agile MarketingApress, 2011

	Clearly the marketing methods of old will not fulfill all the needs of today's organization. Today, the fast moving opportunities afforded by the internet, websites, social networking and data communication give those in the know a huge advantage over traditional marketers. The goal of this book is to teach you how.

...
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How to Code .NET: Tips and Tricks for Coding .NET 1.1 and .NET 2.0 Applications EffectivelyFriends of Ed, 2006
What is good code? Writing good code is really a question about what the code is trying to solve. (And good code is not to be confused with patternsbecause not all pieces of good code are patterns.) We debate about good code because there is not just a single piece of good code, but so many good pieces of code. And each good piece of code...
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Foundation Mac OS X Web DevelopmentFriends of Ed, 2004

	Mac users are renowned for being creative people and for being at the forefront of innovative design. If you’re looking for an inclusive guide to web development on the Mac platform, then this is the book for you.


	Whether you’re new to Mac OS X, just starting out in web development, or new to developing dynamic sites on...
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Encyclopedia of Chemical Processing (Encyclopedia of Chemical Processing and Design)CRC Press, 2005
Chemical engineers and those in related disciplines will avidly welcome this impressive five-volume compilation that updated the classic Encyclopedia of Chemical Processing and Design, ed. by J. J. McKetta et. al. (1976). The approximately 250 signed articles, mostly by academic authors, are clearly written, well organized, and abundantly...
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Microsoft Forefront Identity Manager 2010 R2 HandbookPackt Publishing, 2012


	Microsoft's Forefront Identity Manager simplifies enterprise Identity Management

	for end users by automating admin tasks and integrating the infrastructure of an

	enterprise with strong authentication systems.





	The Microsoft Forefront Identity Manager 2010 R2 Handbook is an in-depth guide

	to Identity Management....
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Bioimaging in Neurodegeneration (Contemporary Neuroscience)Humana Press, 2005

	Bioimaging is in the forefront of medicine for the diagnosis and helps to predict the progression of AD via mild cognitive treatment of neurodegenerative disease. Conventional magnetic impairment (MCI) studies. resonance imaging (MRI) uses interactive external magnetic fields Novel neuroimaging technologies, such as neuromolecular and...
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Current Issues in Knowledge Management (Premier Reference Source)IGI Global, 2008
As global enterprise grows increasingly reliant on electronic data, processes, and procedures, studies of the management of organizational knowledge are emergin at the forefront of critical research.
Current Issues in Knowledge Management combines cutting-edge research on the cultural, technical, organizational, and human...
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Manual of OrthopaedicsLippincott Williams & Wilkins, 2001
The sixth edition of the Manual of Orthopaedics continues the recent trend of altering the content and the format to be of greater use to a wider audience of students and practicing physicians. This is the second edition which uses this title, which was changed from the Manual of Acute...
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Practical Navigation for the Modern Boat Owner (Wiley Nautical)John Wiley & Sons, 2008
The methods of navigation used by the modern boat owner have changed quite rapidly from the traditional methods still currently taught. This doesn’t make the old methods wrong; it just means that the emphasis has changed.


With GPS used in many cars, the level of computer skills of the general public being high, and the...
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Human Reliability Assessment Theory and PracticeCRC Press, 2009
A continually evolving discipline, Human Reliability Assessment (HRA) has elements of controversy from the definition of terms to the application of appropriate methods for the representation of human failure probability. The idea that human error is a random event is falling out of favor and the concept that humans can be set up to fail or...
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Nutrition and AIDS, Second Edition (Modern Nutrition)CRC Press, 2000

	Evidence shows that nutritional supports can help maintain health in the HIV-infected patient by replacing lost nutrients, compensating for nutritional damage done by the retrovirus-induced immunodeficiency, and stimulating the remaining immune system and cells for better host defenses.

	

	This new edition of Nutrition and AIDS...
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